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Wireless Sensor Networks: Technology, Protocols, and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Infrastructure for Homeland Security Environments
Wireless Sensor Networks helps readers discover the emerging field of low-cost standards-based sensors that promise a high order of spatial and temporal resolution and accuracy in an ever-increasing universe of applications. It shares the latest advances in science and engineering paving the way...
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The Recurrent Crisis in Corporate GovernancePalgrave Macmillan, 2004
In the late 1990s the American corporation forged ahead in gains in efficiency and earnings performance with strong reflections in stock price appreciation.However, the events of Enron and the bursting of the bubble of unlimited increases in the price of Internet, telecom and energy company shares have caused the authors of this book to take...
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ACT! by Sage For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007

	Are you ready to reap the benefits of the bestselling contact relationship manager (CRM) software on the market today? Well, then—get into the act with ACT! 2008 and find out how the latest version of this exciting software enables you to set up a database that’s right for you so that you can focus on your business and career...
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Android Application Development All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Your all-encompassing guide to learning Android app development


	If you're an aspiring or beginning programmer interested in creating apps for the Android market—which grows in size and downloads every day—this is your comprehensive, one-stop guide. Android Application Development All-in-One For Dummies...
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Beautiful Testing: Leading Professionals Reveal How They Improve Software (Theory in Practice)O'Reilly, 2009
Successful software depends as much on scrupulous testing as it does on solid architecture or elegant code. But testing is not a routine process, it's a constant exploration of methods and an evolution of good ideas. 
  
  Beautiful Testing offers 23 essays from 27 leading testers and developers that illustrate the qualities and...
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Don't Settle for Safe: Embracing the Uncomfortable to Become UnstoppableThorsons, 2017

	Popular speaker and author Sarah Jakes Roberts shows women they are not disqualified by their pain and failures and offers encouragement and strength to believe God’s best is still possible.


	Everyone has experiences in their lives that stop them in their tracks and become burdens they carry with them...
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Going Back: How a Former Refugee, Now an Internationally Acclaimed Surgeon, Returned to Iraq to Change the Lives of Injured Soldiers and CiviliansAllen & Unwin, 2020

	
		In Munjed Al Muderis's memoir Walking Free, he described his experience as a refugee fleeing Saddam Hussein's Iraq, his terrifying sea journey to Australia, and the brutal mandatory detention he faced in the remote north of Western Australia. The book also detailed his early work as a pioneering orthopedic surgeon at...
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Inside Mrs. B.'s Classroom : Courage, Hope, and Learning on Chicago's South SideMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Chicago's public school system in the 1980sand '90s was a stark symbol of the nation's educational crisis. Grim reflections of their poverty-stricken neighborhoods, the city's schools were saddled with severe drug problems and the inevitable violence that results. Veteran Chicago Sun-Times journalist Leslie Baldacci was an expert on the...
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Mastering Bird Photography: The Art, Craft, and Technique of Photographing Birds and Their BehaviorRocky Nook, 2019

	In Mastering Bird Photography: The Art, Craft, and Technique of Photographing Birds and Their Behavior, acclaimed bird photographer and author Marie Read shares techniques and stories behind her compelling images, offering fresh insights into making successful bird photographs, whether you’re out in the field or in the comfort...
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Herb Schildt's C++ Programming CookbookMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	Your Ultimate "How-To" Guide to C++ Programming!


	Legendary programming author Herb Schildt shares some of his favorite programming techniques in this high-powered C++ "cookbook." Organized for quick reference, each "recipe" shows how to accomplish a practical programming task. A recipe...
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Finance for Academics: A Guide to Investment for Income (SpringerBriefs in Finance)Springer, 2012

	The purpose of this book is to provide a hands-on guide to finance and investment for academics with an objective of providing strategies to maximize income, minimize fees, and legally minimize taxes. There are many risks in finance and investment such as stock market crashes, inflation, corruption, fees and interest rates. This book stresses...
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ATM & MPLS Theory & Application: Foundations of Multi-Service NetworkingMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	Why did we decide to update this book on ATM once again? Mainly, because the publisher asked us to! Seriously, though, in the fast moving telecommunications industry, a lot has happened since the publication of the last edition in 1998. In case you have been asleep, Internet-based communication is clearly the killer application for...
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